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Inclusive Pion-Proton Scattering 

Abstract: 

The reactions rr+ p -., TT + ••• and iT + P -1 K + ••• 
will be studied over a wide range of the Feynrnan variables 
X, Q and S in order to test the conjectured scaling law for 
hadron collisions and study the form of the yield distribu
tions. Particular attention will be paid to the vicinity of 
X = O. The experiment will be carried out with a simple one
magnet spectrometer which takes full advantage of the kine
matics and has wide acceptance and the capability of high 
precision. 
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Inclusive Pion-Proton Scattering 

I Introduction 

l
Some recent conjectures on the nature of high energy hadron 

co~lisions have led to quantitative predictions as well as to a 

heuristic picture of these interactions. The predictions have not 

been tested at high energies; much of the older data at low energies 

is not of high statistical quality and not all of it was taken with 

the proper choice of kinematic variables. New experiments at lower 

energies are under way and the results will be available for compari

son with high energy data. 

The reactions with which we are concerned here which are expected 

to give some understanding of hadron structure and high energy colli

sion processes are TI+p+TI+anything and TI + P + K + anything. 

~ 3 
Inclusive Proton-Proton scattering has been studied at ANL, BNL 

and CERN¥over a limited range of kinematic conditions buthas already 

yielded some interesting generalizations about high energy collisions 
G , 

and some significant comparisons with very high energy cosmic ray data. 

Inclusive Pion-Proton reactions have thus far b~en studied only in 

bubble chamber experiments? A University of Washington group has an 

2
experiment in progress at SLAC to study TIP Scattering at energies up 

to 16 Gev. Single pion yields with 2% accuracy for a variety of 

kinematical conditions should be available within a year. (Figure 1) 

F~ynman;has proposed a scaling law for the yield of hadrons in 

high energy hadron collisions. As s becomes large the yield is 
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expe~ted to approach 

dxdPi f (Q,x) 

Ix2+ g2+m2 


s/4 


Aside from the l/E* factor the yield becomes independent of s 

and depends only on the transverse momentum and the longitudinal 

momentum suitably scaled. If existing accelerator da"ta is multiplied 

by E* it can be seen that the function f(Q,x) is nearly factorable 

into f(Q)g.(x) and in fact can be fi"t over a limited region, at least, 

by functions of the form 

-b (Q+i.) 
2

M -ax 
e e 

If the yield is integrated over x and Q we expect to obtain the average 

multiplicity of final pions times the inelastic cross section. If the 

x dependence of g(x) in the immediate vicinity of x=O is ignored then 

the integrated yield and hence the mUltiplicity can be seen to be 

proportional to g(O) log s/s. Thus g(O) can be compared with data 
o 


taken at other energies, in particular with low energy data and with 


cosmic ray data and the onset of the asymptotic region (i.e. no s-depend

.2-'
ence) can be found. On the basis of existing 30 Gev p-p data we believe 

that the "scaling" is already in effect ~t least to within 15 or 20%. 

Data to be taken at NAL at 50, 100 and 170 Gev/c should confirm the 

scaling law and provide values for g(O) and s as. well as giving the o 

limiting form of f(~Q). 
A number of models have been proposed to fit and interpret high energy 

,data9 j among these are the thermodynamic model and the multiperipheral model 

which is under active studJlO at U. of W. The latest version will soon be 

able to fit 1(P data. 
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It would be of very great interest to carry out an experimental 

te'st of these conjectures in a simple direct way at the start of NAL 

experimental operations. The experiment is quite straight forwar~for 

fixed incoming pion energy one measures the distribution in x of out

going pions at several selected values of Q. This measurement is 

carried out for three or four beam energies and the function f(x,Q) 

can be extracted. 

II Pion Proton Scattering 

+We propose a measurement of rr and rr yields with better than 1% 

statistical accuracy under the kinematic conditions given below. 

Data for the two charges should be interesting for distinguishing 

leading pions from pionization. 

Table I 

Beam momen tum = P i 50, 100, 170 Gev/c 

Q • 2, • 3, .4, .5 Gev / c 

x 0<x<.4 

Data in this range of x can be 'obtained with one, spectrometer setting., 

Eight combinations of Pi and Q would be chosen for major data taking 

runs. The beam momentum need not be especially ~ell de~ined for this 

experi~ent; ~P/P of several percent would be fine. We would accept 

data over a range of about 10% in Q for each magnet ~etting. Actual 

values of Q and x for each event would be determined with a magnet-wire 

chamber spectrometer to be described below. 
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The precision requirements are modest by NAL standards; we will need 

angle measurements good to about ~ mrad and momentum'measurements to several 

'percent 	depending on production angle; at small production angles where the 


momentum, in our scheme is not well determined, the poor precision does not 


affect the quality of the data (see figure ;L). We are, after all, looking 


for the smooth behavior of the yield as a function of P. and x and not for

3. • 

structure. Threshold Cerenkov.counters would distinguish pions from kaons 


and protons and a shower-wire spark chamber at the d~~stream end of the 

, 

apparatus would tag electrons. A simple hodoscope system will be used to 


select triggers and to tag spark chamber tracks o 


The apparatus to be described below will accept pions over a range 

of x roughly from x = 0 to .4 for a fixed value of Q and kaons over most of 

that range; it is designed so that a range in Q of about 10% is accepted for 

. all these values of x. To compute an approximate data rate we assume a 

60 cm long liquid hydrogen target, a maximum scattering angle of 140 rnrad 

and an average azimuthal angular acceptance of the detector of. 2%; for small 

scattering angles of the 0 acceptance will be comparable although the 

cerenkov counter is longer. The event rate per pion is 

30 10-27 x 6 1023 x 4 x .02 x .50 x .05 :; .36 10.4 per pion 

(f No fH~ l1f!Jx tJ.Q 
where we have estimated an acceptance of 50% in x and 5% in Q. The 


azimuthal acceptance will be limited by the Cerenkov counters and will be 


somewhat different for different ranges of production angle. The cross 


section varies with Q but not too rapidly for small Q: The cross section for 


pion yield has been obtained from the inelastic cross section1and the 


multiplicity of pions of a given charge ,.,ith the leading pion excluded 


since it tends to have a larger x. (Figure 3) 


At a pion rate of 107 per pulse we will get about 360 events per pulse 

which is convenient front the point of view of data handling and dead time. 

At this rate we can collect 325,000 events/hour at each spectrometer setting. 

Background rates in the upstream spark 'chambers can be estimated by 

using the entire charged particle multiplicity and unit acceptance in Q. This 

gives about 2 x 104 per second or about 50~/sec average spacing between back

ground events; this is much greater than the sensitive timer of any chambers 

that might be us~d. Suitable trigger hodoscopes will select secondaries in 

the desired range of Q. 
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III. The Spectrometer 

1. Beam 

A conventional 2 foot long liquid hydrogen target will be placed in a 

high intensity wide momentum acceptance pion beam. By making fast coinci

dences with very small counters we hope to be able to utilize a rate of .uP 

to 107 pions per pulse; if a lower intensitY,appears to be necessary the 

event rate is still more than adequate. Each incoming pion will be tagged 

for angle but not for momentum. Incoming angles will be measured to better 

than i mrad with a pair of fine hodoscopes. 

We would expect that the beam and target would be construct~d by NAL 

while the hodoscope and electronics would be, supplied by us. 

2. 	 M.agnet 

A bending magnet with approximately a 2 foot wide aperture, an eight 

inch gap and a value for ~B.dl of 1000 Kg-inches would meet our needs. (Fig. 4) 

The magnet is being used in a mode in which pions with a fixed value 

of Q emerge in parallel rays independent of production anglJ; rays with a 

few mrad of divergence are also accepted to give an appropriate range of 

acceptance in Q. The magnet is placed sufficiently for do,vustream of the 

target to permit the production angle to be measured to better than t mrad. 

The magnet's horizontal aperture then limits the ~ange of production angles 

accepted to about 140 mrad. This is sufficient to allow us to get to x : a 
for a wide range of Kinematical conditions. 

A magnet with just the parameters we need is being considered for a 

very similar spectrometer by W. Baker~ Many components including target, 

magnets, hodoscopes, chambers and the 40 meter Cerenkov counter could be 

shared. 

3. Wir~ Chambers 

We will use a system of wire chambers for the angle determinations. 

The small chambers before the analysis magnet will be run in the proportional 

mode; The chambers are relatively small and the multitrack rate may be 

sufficiently high to warrant the good time resolution and multi-spark 

efficiency that can be obtained with proportional chamber~~ With the 

separations chosen the spatial resolution will be ade~uate. The down

stream chambers could prohably be wire spark chambers. A total of about 12 

coordinate planes will be needed, the largest dimensions are about I meter. 

We are prepared to build these or to c~llaborate with other groups in this. 

---------------------~- ..........................-.- .•..._-----
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4. Cerenkov Counters 

In order to cover our desired range of x values for beam momenta from 

50 Gev/c to 170 Gev/c, we must be able to detect pions from 1.5 up to 80 

Gev/c•. To cover this large range we will require three separate but similar 

Cerenkov counters. Counters Cl and C3 are of such length that it probably 

will prove necessary to build them in modular sections o But since these two 

counters are the same diar.leter, this means tilat they are essentially the 

same counter, with C3 merely having more modules. 

The working index of refaction for Cl and C3 can be taken from figure • 
Hydrogen has been chosen as the radiator because of the relatively high 

number of photons/em produced (0.11 photons/cm/atmosphere between 3500 A and 

5000 A for ~ = 1, compared to 0.027 photons/cm/atmos. for helium); The 

index is not as high as some of the heavier gases, but the mUltiple scattering 

and interaction probability are considerably smaller for hydrogen. The 

amounts of hydrogen involved in the two counters are not large, corresponding 

to about 6 liters of liquid hydrogen in each case. As Cl is a one atmosphere 

counter, there should be minimal safety hazard. C3 will have to have. 

adequately strong windows for its Horking pressure of .l~ Atm. This .is not 

serious, as C3 is downstream of our last spark chamber. As indicated on 

figure S , Cl covers the region from 10-30 Bev/c and C3 from 30-80 Bev/c. 

The lengths and diameters of these counters are then determined by the 

angular acceptance of the analyzing magnet, the angle of the Cerenkov cone, 

and the number of photons/em of length. Each of the. counters will be viewed 

by a single 5ff phototube. We hope to use a 4522 with a quartz or fused 

silica face so that we can detect light down to 1800 A. The walls of the 

pipes 't..rill be rough and black, and baffles will be inserted at regular 
IS

intervals to reduce the effects of delta rays. A proposed design for Cl is 

given·in figure' • 
Gounter G2 is designed to separate Tr I S from K's below. 10 Bev/c. Thus 

it is a nruch more conventional counter. It will use Freon 12 as a radiator, 

with a pressure varying from 1 to 5 atmospheres (absolute), depending on 

the lo'tV'er momentum limit desired. Again this couneer is placed downstream 

of our last spark chamber so that multiple s~attering in the windows or in 

the gas will not affect our determination of angles. 

Since the momenta of the secondaries are being determined the two 

higher pressure Cerenkov counters Cl and C2 c~n be used to tag kaons; 

together they will count kaons from about 10 Rev to the top of the ~nterestin~ 

range; by subtraction 'tve can obtain the yield of pions arid kaons over most of 
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the x region with adequate statistical accuracy. 

The Cl counter would be built as a prototype for C3 and itself poses no 
..,;- . 

special problems; its design~construction can easily be carried out at the 

University of Washington. We will also design C3 and construct the mirror 

and photomultiplier sections; final assembly will have to be done at NAL. 

The low momentum counter C2 requires a pressure window of fairly large 

diameter but similar pressure windows for a Cerenkov counter have already 
/(,

been built and we anticipate no difficulty. 

5. Shower Spark Chamber 

Electrons among the secondaries will be tagged by a sho\qer-wire spark 

chamber array at the extreme downstream end of the spectrometer. Preliminary' 

estimates show that it is not difficult to intersperse layers of high Z 

materials with wire chambers to have high efficiency for generating an 

electromagnetic sh~yeibut low probability for hadron collisions (in particular 

for IT 0 production). Such a shower detector is currently in use by a University 

of t-lashington group doing n + p -7 d, +Y at the Berkeley cyclotron. The system 

works well but a different readout mode may have to pe d~veloped for the NAL 

experiment where data rates are relatively high. 

6. Trigger Hodoscopes 

Three hodoscope arrays will be used to select output angles to generate 

chamber triggers and gates. The output angles that we-want to select are those 

angles within a fe\07 mrad of 0°. With the separations shown in the figure 

the hodoscope counters could be approximately one inch wide so that the 

total number of counters is not excessive. An alternate method would be to 

use proportional chambers in a self gating mode, ~oing fast logic on the 

wire outputs before storing the data. In either case the trigger rate should 

be no "more than about 30% higher than the desired event rate. The hodoscope 

design \vould be conventional and they could be built at U. of W. 

7. Computer .. 
An on line' computer will accumulate data from the Hire chan6ers, 

hodoscopes, Cerenkov counters etc. The data storage ra.te per event will be 

approximately: 



Hodoscopes (trigger) . 100 bits 
8. 

Hodoscopes (beam) 12 bits 
Cerenkov counters 21 bits 
Wire chamber banks Sl 120 

82 120 
83 120 
84 80 
8C 300 

for a total of about 900/event or 50 18 bit words. The computer will 

edit the data, form histograms, compute trajectories and store a condensed 

version on magnetic tape. With an event rate. of close to 500/sec the 

transfer rate is about 75,000 6 bit bytes per second so high speed, high 

density tape drives will be needed as well as substantial data condensation. 

We would expect that a suitable computer would be available at NAL. Detailed 

specifications remain to be worked out. 

Much of the soft-,yare development effort could be shared with other 

. spectrometer:,users. U~ of \-1. is particularly strong in this respect since 

an automated bubble chamber analysis system is now being built here and we 

have a number of experts who ,yould participate in this experiment at a later 

stage. 
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IV.· Conclusion 

The Spectrometer outlined here is the most appr?priate type for a study 

of inclusive reactions. It has a wide kinematic acceptance band and takes 

'full advantage of t.he kinematics to collect data in the interesting region 

in terms of the Feynman variables directly. It has the important advantage 

that without the use of quadrupoles the analyzed beam going into the Cerenkov 

counters is parallel making particle identification easy. The simplicity of 

the system means that acceptance and solid angle can be calculated with high 

reliability. The spectrometer can utilize a ~ingle magnet which could be 

found at any existing accelerator while much of the ancillary apparatus such 

as spark chambers, hodoscopes etc. are completely conventional. The high 

momentum Cerenkov counter C3 alone is unique to the NAL energy range but 

the specifications are such that it would find a multitude of uses; indeed 

many people are considering just such a counter. 

We view this experiment as an important but simple one which should be 

carried out early in the NAL experimental program. It can use a beam and 

spectrometer shared by many users with only minor modifications. We ,.,ould 

need a few additions such as the sho~.,er chamber, counter C2, some hodoscopes 

etc. which '-Ie. ,.,ould provide. Members of our group have some experience in 

building Cerenkov Counters and \ole l-10uld like to undertake to build the large 

one for general use in this type of spectromc.ter. Table II sho~.,s the 

personnel available for this effort; we are prepared to commit a Research 

Associate and a student full time and a faculty member part time to begin 

design at the end of the summer with increased personnel available as time 

goes on. 

The data taking phase could probably be completed inlOO hours of beam 

with l07pions per pulse; this will permit a variety of energies, and both 

cnarge states and ,vil1 provide some kaon data; an extention might be useful 

if the kaon data seemed interesting. The statistical accuracy·will be 

sufficient to permit distributions to be studied as a function of center of 

ma~s energy (or beam momentum). The detection efficiency is likely to change 

on.ly ·very slightly with incident beam energy so comparisons can be made ,dth 

high reliability. It is hard, at this stage~to predict the accuracy required 

since one doesn't kno,., to ,,,,hat extent the distributions limit, but ,.,e would 

guess that 1% results would be useful. In addition to data taking time, a 

substantial amount of testing time at low' beam intensity will be needed to 

study the various Cerenkov counters and other apparatus; perhaps 200 hours 

will be needed but some of this can be shared with other experiments on the 

same spectrometer. 



'Table II 

'Personnel for inclusive np scattering experiment at NAL 

A. Faculty 

1. Prof. R. W. Hilliams 
2. Prof. J. Rothberg 
3. Prof. v. Cook 
4. Prof. K. K. Young 
5. Prof. D. t-lolfe 

B. Research Associates 

1. Dr. A. s. Schenck 
2. Dr. L. Sompayrac 
3. Dro H. Romer 
4. to be named 

C. Graduate Students 

1. to be named 
2. to he named 

D. Technical Staff 

1. T.Proctor (Computer Engineer) 
2. A.. J. Jaske (Physicist) 
3. Hechanical Engineer (to be named) 
4. S. Shankman (Electronics Technician) 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 peyrou plots for 16 Gev ~-p collisions into a typical channel 

Fig. 2 Pion production angle vr. laboratory momentum 100 Gev incident 
pions, various values of X are sho\·m. Curves for l' = .2, .3, 
.4 are plotted. 

Fig. 3 Cross section, as function of incide~t momentum for various 
multiplicities 

Fig. 4 Plan of the spectrometer and showing Cerenkov counters Cl, C2, 
C3; spark chambers Sl S4, ShoWer chamber SCi hodoscopes BH1, 
BH2, HI, H2, H3 

Figo 5 l-p and Hydrogen pressure as 
detecting various particles 

function of laboratory momentum for 

Fig. 6 A sketch of counter Cl ahowing the spherical mittOr, 
photomultipler moment. 
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NAL Proposal 	23A 

Inclusive TIp and Kp Scattering 
(Revised Version of NAL #23) 

H. 	 Romer, J.E. Rothberg, R.W. Williams, K.K. Young, 

University of Washington 


5 May, 1971 

Abstr~ct: Our proposal to do inclusive scattering in the wee-x 
and positi'ITe-x region is revised to take advantage of the nearly 
total compatibility with NAL Exp. 7, elastic TIp scattering. 
We show that the basic results offered by inclusive scatter
ing experiments can be obtained by an increment of less than 
four weeks 3.t the end 0:: Exp. 7. 

The scheduled experiment on TIp elastic scattering, #7, leads by a 
natural extension to a powerful and very interesting body of data on 
inclusive reactions, TI±p+TI+anytlling, with simulataneous information on 
TIp-+K and K p-+7f(K) inclusive reactions. Our proposal (NAL #23), with 
supplement of Nov. 16, 1970, emphasizes that inclusive scattering at 
high energies is expected to be a main road to new insights about. the 
structure of hadrons and that the data is easily and quickly acquired. 
Very recently there has been a quite impressive outpouring of 'theoretical 
interest in these processes; we discuss this briefly in the Appendix. 
and give a partial bibliography. 

The emphasis of this note is that with careful planning the major 
objectives of Proposal 23 can be achievea with the forward arm of the 
EXp. 7 setup, used nearly intact, in less than four weeks 'extra time 
at the end of EXp. 7's run. We have explored this idea in some detail 
with various merr~ers of that experiment, especially with Prof. D. I. 
Meyer. Experiment 7 will obtain data in the resonance region of nearly
.elastic scattering. We focus instead on the large-energy-loss region 
which is related to the "deelp-inelastic" region of lepton scattering. 
In terms of the parton picture, one is exploring the constituents of th~ 
hadrcns. 

The kinematic regions of interest for single-particle spectra in 

TIp or Kp inclusive scattering are: a) The positive-x region 

(x::: (p// /p. . d t» supposed to represent fragments of the beam 


. U1C1 en cm 
particle; b) The negative-x region, fragments of the target; c) The 
wee-x or "pionization" region, near x=O, setting in at about 

2 2 This is the trickiest, and probably the most interest-
p,l.. +m 

p2. 
cm 

ing, region. The arrangement of Exp. 7, which has the incident beam 
passing down the side of the magnet apert.ure, is ioeal for regions (a~ 

and (c). The principal changes from the Exp. 7 setup, in addition to 
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switching off the recoil leg, are to accomodate secondaries of low 
momenta and both signs; and to increase the production-angle range. 
We would accomplish the first by adding a third Cerenkov counter to 
the two now planned in the Exp. 7 detection scheme; this third counter 
is quite standard, a I-meter 5-atmosphere Freon counter which discrimin
ates n's from K's in the <10 GeV/c region (see Supplement to Proposal 
~ for details). The second change, to obtain larger angular and momen
tum acceptance, would be in two steps: 

a} with the elements of Exp. 7 essentially intact, run with the magnet 
set to bend the desired secondaries toward the beam; this is sometimes 
called "kinematic focussing", ano collects a large band of longit.udinal 
momenta with p~ near a selected value. The maximum production angle 
in this posit.ion would be 40 mrad giving much of the x> wee-x region. 
Call this Position I. . 

b} Move the target to 1.8 meters from the front face of the magnet, 
Position II, (Fig. I). This permits up to 200 mrad for the low-momentum 
particles, and it can be seen (Fig. 2; see also the Supplement) that the 
remainder of the x region to x=-.04 for 150 GeV incident n's, or x=O 
for 50 GeV/c n's, is covered. 

To be able to run off a good experiment on inclusive scattering with high 
efficiency in a short time, we must use the Exp. 7 equipment with as few 
ch.anges as possible. the University of Michigan-Argonne-NAL group has 
indico.tea thi'l.r f',verythinc,:r in their set-up vlhich is under their control 
would become available to us. The Argonne 6050 computer, however, might 
be urgently needed at Argonne. Our own wire-charrber system (now in use 
in our inclu.sive Tip experiment at SLAC) utilizes an SAC wire-chanlber data 
system into a Hewlett-Packard computer (we plan to upgra.de this to a 2116). 
The U. cf J'liichigan uses the same SAC system. We would work out in advance 
the details of getting the t-lichigan SAC running quickly into our computer, 
should that become necessal.-Y (rates are low enough that. we could buffer 
all inforniation onto tape, using only a modest amou.nt of on-line checking). 
In any case we ..·,-ould work closely with the Exp. 7 group before the change
over. 

Changes required for 23A. 

The changes required to adapt Exp. 7 to inclusive scattering are the 
following: 

1. Cerenkov counters. The two long counters now planned for Exp. 7 (20 ft. 
and 40 or 60 ft.) must have longitudinal vanes installed to prevent particles 
outside our azimuthal acceptance from counting. (We rely on a small azimuthal 
acceptance, "-'2%, to r:revent confusion from hish-rrultiplicity events). These 
vanes are simple flat surfaces of any light opaque material. tve plan to 
test the vane syst.em in advance. In addition, the low-momentum Cerenkov 
counter must be installed behind the last wire chamber. A hodoscope to 
assist in triggering may also be installed. 

; 
J 
J 
1 
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2. Hydrogen target. The Michigan target assembly will accept an 18" long 
flask, which is the size we would want to use in position I. If Exp. 7 
was using a smaller flask we would change this. 

We estimate that these changes, including any computer change that 
might 1::e necessary, could be done in 5 or 6 days. 

3. Position II. Move target. downstream to wi thin 1. 8 m of magnet en
trance. Change Exp. 7 counter hod05cope (adjacent to target) t.o one of 
finer spacing. 

The U. of Michigan group believes that their target set-up can be 
moved very quickly. Allow 2 days for this. 

Physics Objectives. 

We want to get everything of interest out of t.he positive-x and ,,'ee-x 
inclusive sca.ttering of TI's and K's, utilizing t.he high ra:Les available, 
and choosing parameters carefully. Writing the one-particle cross section 
as 

a
Inel. F(S,x,pJ,. ),= 

dxdp..;..? 

2 2 


PoL +m 

p 2 
cm 

we want tc see if F (the normalized invarie.nt cross section)becomes inde
pendent. of the energy s. If sc, we can interpre:.t it (loosely) a.s the dis
tribution uf par·tons in the pien or kaon (x>O);. for wee x, F may have 
structure, such as a dip at x=O (two firebc-.l1s); cusps have even been 
suggested; in any case it must ccntain clues to the structure of hadroDs. 
To measure, in a short time, a function of three variables we have twc 
essential aids: 

a) Our own measure:nents on 'ITp inclusive sca.ttering at le,wer energies, 
at SLAC. We will have good-statistics data at 12 and 16 GeV, over a 
range of x, fcr severa.l distinct values of p . By ccverir,g the sa.me 
ranges of x, and using the same values of P,L')'" we get the be£t ir.formation 
cn the enF~rgy cer:endence of F. 

b) Existing data and theoretical models. 'l'he energy variation of F is 
slow (perhaps7 as slow as h+p.s-~), sc we want large~intervals of s~. 
Thus E :: 16, 50, and 150 GeV would be s~ :: 5.5, 9.7, and 16.7 GeV; 
nicelyOspaced~ twc energies at NAL (50 and 150 GeV) \dll be €;ncv.gh. 
Also the data. lOo'far, inclu(,j.ng pp+rr data from the ISR, '* indi cat.e that 
the varie.tion of F with P,.L. is smooth and apprcxirnately factcra.ble. 
With our spectrometer arrangement one magnet setting gives a. continuum 
in x and a restricted band of PJ.. arotAnd the chosen PJ.' We therefore 
choese only thrE:e values of P.J.: 0.2, 0.4, and D.G GeV/c, covering the 
same rang'e as in our SLAC experirr,etit. 

* Preliminary data from A.D. Krisch. 

http:inclu(,j.ng
http:invarie.nt
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Finally, t.he choices of particles a.nd signs: in the iI"!cident beam, K's 
and TI'S will be tagged so we l:.ave both at once. In the s.pectrcrr.eter we tag 
TI'S positively, with less accurate iCientificatien of K's. A principal 
obj ective is the corr.parison of the F I S for different parti cle combinations. 
Excellent data on pp-+TI will be available frorr. NAL EXp. 63. The four 
charqe co~binations available to us (+++, ++-, -++, -+-) all should have 
real-differences, particularly \\-hen the question of exotic channels7 ,9r is 
raised. We find that our own questions, and those raised by references 
7 and Sir, will essentially be ansv.;·ered by doing only the first three, vihich 
is what we propose. 

Run Plan. 

From the foregoing, we have 2 target positicns, 2 energies, 3 magnet 
setting!".;~ (pJ.. banGs), and '3 chctrge cc·m.b:LnaLi<..n8, fc:.:. a. teta.} of :;'E. runs. 
With 106 pions per pulse we expect an average of (5-l0)xl03 events/hour. 

TI-"1T data with statistical accuracy compa.rable with our SLAC experi
ment would require runs averaging 8 hours for a total of 300 hours of beam. 
Adding the ch".r.geover a,nd tuneup time of 6 days, and t,ar.·get-moving time 
of 2 days, we propose to have all the data in 3~ weeks from the end of 
Exp. j' data-taking. 

We request a decision now, since we should work. closely with the 
Exp. 7 people as their plans take final form. 



APPENDIX 5. 

RECEl\'T DEVELOP~!E!'JTS IN EXPSRD1E:'!T Po.!m PHENC~'1E~;OLOGY IN ~·mLTIPlI.RTICLE 

PRODUCTIO:'J. 

Alberto Pignotti 

University of \':ashington 

The interest in inclusive experiffientshas increased steadily during 
the past year and a half. This new trend probably originated at the 
1969 St::my Brook Conference en High Energ::r Collisions of Hadrons, ',,,here 
R. P. Feynman 1 ann c. r;. Yang and collaborators2 discussed regularities 
that th.::::y expected to be found in the spectra of particles produced at 
high enecgy. Of course, there had been earlier discussions of Ruch 
experiments in th3 frame"lork of various models, b'J.t the nev, ideas injected 
a refreshing feeling of simplicity in the intricate world of strong 
interactions. 

Simplicity is, indeed, the attractive feature of inclusive experiments 
for measurement as well as th~oretical interpretation of the results. 
A typical exclusive experi;nent at NAL energies will depend on roughly 
twenty variables, whereas a single-particle distribution depends only 
on three (If the scaling hypothes~s of Feynman1 and Benecke et al. 2 hold, 
only tvlO variables 'vill suffice to describe single-particle distri;-,utions 
at high energies.) In addition, because of the proliferation of chaijnels 
at high energy, each exclusive process - except, probably, the elastic one 
becomes a small fractior.. of tbe total cross section. Furthermore, most 
channels contain neutral particles, that are difficult to detect. Because 
of these difficulties and the paucity of inclusive data, ,·;e have, in 
recent months, observed that several exoerimental arouos have reanalyzed 
old bubble chamber experiments in an inclusive way.) This is not, of
course, the most economical way to obtain ir,clusive information. 

In spite of its simplicity and the amount of theoretical effort that 
has gone into the subject, inclusive experi~ents, and, in particular, 
single particle distributions, are by no means fully understood. This 
is partly so becauso the energies of existing accelerators are not high 
enough, and can only suggest some trends. As an example, it is instruc
thre to comoare the preci.ictions' of !?e"'!1man IS scal:'nc la',... '.-vi th those of a 
recent CERe'\l: prep!:"int by Cocconi, 4 in ;,:hich the ten-year-old model of 
Cocconi, Koester and Perkins 5 is reexamined. Khen'as Feyn!"',m scales the 
c.m. longitudinal momentllill of the produced pions by the to!:"l c.n. energy, 
(except for a kinematical faot::>r that does not scale t'.h.is way), Cocconi 
scales trie same quantity by the scuare root of t.ne total c .:n. energy. 
We thus have t"w fundarnent.21l1y different models, both c~ 'I-:h5.ch i::::e 
co;npatible '."ith present data, and 0!1ly experir:lents at higher energies 
can discriminatei::;etl'leen the::!, and, in doing so, thrm". light on son:e 
basic ;l!3DCCtS of strong interactions. 

http:I-:h5.ch
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The theoretical interest in inclusive exnerinents has received 
further impulse as a consequence of the work- of Hueller6 , vihich relates 
the high-energy hehaviour of inclusive cross sections to Regge behaviour. 
So~e properties that follow from factorization of Regge residues and from 
the presence of chanr,els vTi th exotic cruantur:\ numbers have been discussed 
by Hong-;·!o Chan et al?, and by Venezi~no. 8 The a:"ount of theoretical 6-9 
work in inclusive ?rocesses in recent months has become quite impressive. 

As a final consideration, we would like to discuss an arg~~ent of 
Kenneth Wilson,lO which shmls an advantage in using an incident beam of 
pions, rather than protons. In the cas~ of an incident proton. pions do 
not tend to be produced with velocities larger than the proton velocity. 
This is a dynamical statement, which is verified experimentally, and can 
be reproduced in various models. (By the same token, with a ~roton target, 
rai.:her fast back,,;ard pions are ki:1err,atically a::'lc:;,;""d, but not often prod'..lc.2d). 
If we therefore assume the final pion velocity to be limited by that of the 
incident proton, an.d its transverse mo:wentum to be of approximately 300 NeV/c, 
the final pion longitudinal momentum is forced to be less than 1/3 of the 
momentum of the incident proton. No such limitatior:. exists for an incident 
pion. Therefore, at comparable energies, an incident pion is more effective 
at producing more pions: the longitudinal "cloud" of final pions stretches 
out more, and there is a chance of observing asymptotic effects that could 
only be observed at proton energies roughly ~~ree times as large. 

http:prod'..lc.2d
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Your letter of 7 June indicates that immediately following the 

completion of experiment 7, Meyer's equipment could be used for a 

few short experiments if a computer were made available to replace 

the computer which must be returned to ANL. We had indicated in 

proposal 23A that our computer system will be available for this experi

ment. We will make this computer available for other short experiments 

in the interval between experiments 7 and 61. 

The core of our system is a Hewlett Packard 2115A computer (8K) 

(16 bit word memory, 2 micro sec. cycle time) with 

a) two magnetic tape units (HP 2020, slow~ Potter 2648, fast) 

b) teletype 

c) fast paper-tape reader 

d) a SAC spark-chambered data acquisition system (MIDAS) 

e) a software-controlled multiplexer of our own design (very 
flexible) 

f) CRT display 

This system is well matched to make a switchover from experiment 7 

to experiment 23A as experiment 7 also uses the SAC spark-chambered 

data acquisition system for piping all of their data into their 

Argonne EMR6050 computer. We have been in contact with the Michigan 

people to determine that a switchover from their computer to our 

computer could be done quite expeditiously. Should we be approved to 

do experiment 23A, we shall exercise the switchover of the computers 

well in advance of the actual date of the experiment. Figure 1 is 

a schematic of the data acquisition system of experiment 7. The 

figure shows how the computers can easily be changed from the EMR 

6050 to the HP 2115A. It requires switching one 18-pin cable. 
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W. Baker indicates that making space available at the E7 

experimental site for testing the HP 2ll5A should be easily accomplished. 

Needs from PREP 

NAL E7 will have from PREP: a) 20 scaler channels, b) 40 

discriminator channels and c) a 564 scope. We shall need this apparatus 

for P23A. E7 will leave the electronics in tact for the use of P23A. 

Changes to Experiment 7 for 23 

Besides the possibility of switching computers, we will also: 

a) change the angle of the detectors downstream of the 
spectrometer magnet. 

b) mask the Cerenkov counters. The system will be worked 
out for experiment 7. Also we will try it out on the 
short Cerenkov counter which we will build for this 
experiment. 

c) installation of a scattered particle hodoscope (~8 elements). 

These are shown in Figure 2. 
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Sppplerent to Prooosa1.. #23, Inclusive !E. Scattering 

University of Na.shington, 16;Nov./70 

In view of -~he present sta"tus of proposals 7 and 61 we are 
submitting a revision of our proposal for the study of inclus -ive 
pion-proton collisions. ',7e have modified our original proposal 
in several respects and are now able to specify in greater detail 

sorne of the apparatus,set-up and bacKgrounds. 

~Ne plan to study secondary pions and kaons and have 
extended the kineEatic region which we will investigate.The 

region will be bounded by the laboratory variables p,momentQ~ 
and c9 production angle as follQ'.'ls:f 

3 c:. e-p < ;L frO ~. 

J. S'~ P ~ '0 
These bounds vdll permit us to accept events wi thin a Y/ide 
range of x and Q (depending on incident KOillentum Pi) as given 
in figure 1. To justify the choice of these boundaries we note 
that a production angle of 200 mrad. is as large as one can t 
to eesily with a relatively small aperture magnet.This choice 
of angle includes the interesting x=Q region for all of the 
transverse mOnlenta and incident momenta that are expected to 
be interesting.Looking at secondary momenta below 1.5 Gev/c 
then adds little useful range. 

A t the upper momentwn end the limitations are clear if ':ie 

write the approximate kinematic relations: pep =Q and x=P/Pi 
the first relation holds for our entire region and the second 
for x >0.06 • 'lIe have thus imposed a limit on x of 60./Pi • 
'which allov;s t~s to go beyond x=O.6 in most cases. This obviu-'..;es 

the necessity for doing particle identification beyond a 

momentu;~ of 60. Gev/c meaning shorter)more effec);ive Cerenkov 

counters and larger solid angle.Looking at the leading pion in 

the forward direction seems at this point less interesting an;;r,'.'ay. 
The minimwn production angle is deterJ:lined by the ability 

to measure that angle precisely enough vIi th a short lever arm; of 
less significance is the limitation im:;;;osed by bee:-,: spot size. 

A t~ansnare11t -r.J"ie'\'l of the re qu~irc~.cnts on p:L ccision cc:.n be obtained. 
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using the above kinematic approximations as well as the relation: 

p {;)p =- Q =- ~ +- PeM 
where Q is the effective field of the magnet in units of 
transverse m.omentum and is the measured angle of theGII1 
secondary particle leaving the magnet. Then we have, in terms 
of mee.sureable quantities: 

-
Q::::. Qap x= 

ep-eM 

. The magnet is used in a mode in which~1'=- Q matches the desired value of Q so 
QP-~M gM is nearly zero but ~ust be measu~ed 

of course. 

)tr: AX ~p 
-- ..::JG. -P'/.. 

since eM is small compared to ()p and-AP 
""""" ?8e. since e"" can usually be measuredp - 9 p to higher precision than 9,.. ;a long 

lever arm is available downstream of "the m::gI'-et.The contribution 

to measurement error from multiple coulomb sca"tterin~ depends 
on mOlJ.entu..r:n both directly and through the CererJcov 6as pressure. 

Determination of x and Q to 10% at the very s~allest 
production angles aIld to about 2% at other 8...'1g1es seems attairidble 
and is consistent with chec~.;::ing scaling behavior as a fU:lction 

of incident enert,.Y at the several-percent .level. 
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1. Beam 

The 	requirements set by proposal #7 are very suitable for our 
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purposes. We will require at least 10 useful beam particle per pulse 

with Cerenkov counters to identify incident particles and a scintillation 

counter hodoscope to tag incident angles. An angular resolution of 0.1 mrad 

is quite adequate and is not as stringent as the requirements of Prop. 7. 

A momentum spread of several percent is acceptable without the need for 

momentum tagging. The angular divergence requested by the memo of Nov. 4 

from Novey (Prop. 61) is also adequate but \Ve can accept a lower intensity 

and would prefer to tag particles. The beam spot size is not critical if 

it can be made smaller L~an 2 em diameter. The maximum rate that we can 

tolerate depends on factors to be considered below but also depends some

what on contamination of electrons etc. 

2. Spectrometer 

a} A suitable magnet would resemble the Argonne BM-l09 discussed by 

both Prop. 7 and 61. A magnet with the dimensions S" x 24" wide x 72" long 

with an effective field up to about 1000 Kg-inches uniform to about 0.5% 

over at least 20" horizontally would be consistent withour spectrometer. 

With a magnet of such dimensions we will need to place it at three 

different distances (d) from the hydrogen target to enable us to cover the 

range of production angle(6 )needed and at the same time get the necessary
p 

precision in production angle. The error in measuring production angle 

will come both from error in beam 	divergence 68 and from position error 6S
B 

in proportional chambers before magnet. Thus we would like 

,M < 
~.l mrad or ~2% of 68 whichever is larger. 6 is needed for

d p 	 p 
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reconstructing secondary momentum and to find X and Q. For values of 

X ~. 06 the approximate relation M.... = 6.p hold. Furthermore the momentum 
M x p 

6Perror 6.p is approximately if we assume that the angle of the 
p p 

secondary after the magnet can be measured as precisely as necessary. 

For 0<x<.06 the requirements on angle measurement are not severe; 

6.6 = 5 mrad is good enough. (See fig. 2) 
p 

The three magnet positions which will cover the range of production 

angles 3<6 <200 mrad and which will simultaneously permit a sufficiently
p 

long lever arm to keep 6.6 small are tabulated below. 
p 

Range of Typical
d 6.9 

p (mrad) Momentum range
92 


205 m. I mrad 50-200 1.5- 10 Gev 


4.5 m. .3 mrad 20-65 3-20 Gev 

11.5 m. .1 mrad 3-25 8-40 Gev 

The lever arm T,Thiqh can be used for angle measurement and which has been 

used to compute 6.6 is, of course, smaller than the tabulated distances d. 
p 

In each position the magnet is oriented perpendicular to the original beam 

direction,it is simply translated downstream. The movement can be carried 

out either by rigging or by rails but will ne~d to be performed only a very 

few times during the run. 

The distances have been chosen so that only about one foot of the 

magnet aperture is used for the higher momenta and somewhat more is used 

below 10 Gev. The Cerenkov counter which will identify high momentum 

secondaries will have an aperture limited to one foot or less while the 

much shorter Cerenkov counter which we will construct for the low momentum 

region will have an acceptance of about twenty inches. 
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b) Secondary particle trajectories will be established by a sequence of 

proportional wire chambers. Two sets of these will be situated before 

the magnet and three sets beyond. The chambers will have desensitized 

regions where the primary beam traverses them and also for excessive 

azimuthal angles; we will hold the azimuthal acceptance nearly constant 

over the range of production angles. We have been building proportional 

chambers atU. of W. for another experiment and have successfully de

sensitized regions of the chamber \rlthout affecting the wedge-shaped 

useful region. Despite our own development program we would hope to be 

able to use the chambers which will presumably have been installed in such 

a spectrometer. Proposal 50,for example, calls for chambers of a size 

and spatial resolution very well suited to our purposes; their chambers 

already exist. We need chambers with a maximum dimension of about 

24 inches and with a spatial resolution of about 0.7 mm. If this resolu

tion cannot be achieved ''lith a single wire plane we would consider stagger

ing planes which do not add much to cost of readout and do not materially 

increase multiple scattering. It is only near the forward direction that 

we have severe requirements on resolution. 

c) The Cerenkov counters are expected to distinguish between secondary 

pions and kaons over a very wide range of momenta. It will not be possible 

to cover the entire range at a single gas pressure using only three 

Cerenkov counters so we plan to take several runs changing only gas pressure. 

No more than three runs should be needed to cover the requisite range, 

although this depends somewhat on the length and quality of the Cerenkov 

counters. We have made the conservative assumption that the number of 
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photoelectrons per cm (N ) is given by 100 sin2e and have prepared charts 
e 

showing the momentum range that can be covered. The momentum range is 

limited on the low end by requiring some minimum number of photoelectrons 

from pions, and on the upper end by the onset of the kaon threshold. 

These curves together with the required index of refraction (rl = n-l) 

are shown in figure 3 We conclude that the counter could be made to 

work in the ranges 10-2P Gev, 20-40 Gev, 40-60 Gev. The low momentum 

counter can work simultaneously in the ranges 1.5 to 4; 4-9; 9-11. Only 

part of this momentum range is needed for anyone value of incident 

momentum; see figure 2 We shall be able to use the pion and kaon 

counters discussed in Proposal 61 for detection of secondary pions and 

kaonsin the upper momentum ranges and will provide a low momentum freon 

filled counter in addition. The Cerenkoy counters will have to be de

sensitized along the beam direction, for production angles less than 

about 3 mrad., and for large azimuthal angles; this should be possible 

with the use of an optical septum or baffles. If these precautions are 

taken we don't expect a significant number of multiple tracks. 
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d) An elaborate Monte Carlo program has ~en written to simulate inclus

ive scattering. Events are generated with multiplicities given by a Poisson 

distribution with the mean appropriate to the energy. For each channel 

longitudinal and transverse momenta of secondaries are chosen from distri 

butions obtained from existing accelerator data: the charged secondaries 

are traced through the apparatus. More detailed data should be available 

soon and we plan to refine the calculation but present indications are 

that the number of events with multiple tracks within the sensitive area 

of the proportional chambers or Cerenkov counter is less than 5%. Figure 4 

shows a typical distribution of secondaries in a chamber before magnet. 

The characteristics of this sort of background (which comes largely from 

the secondaries of a single interaction) can be studied in detail with the 

proportional chambers and we will certainly not have a systematic error 

6from this source as 	big as 1%. The beam intensity will be held to 10 per 

4second (about 7 x 10 interactions per second) so accidental background in 

proportional chambers (assuming even 50 nsec resolution) is no problem. 

The real multiparticle background is kept down by a limited azimuthal angle ac

ceptance of about 2%. Since multiplicity does not grow very fast with 

energy (log s) existing data gives a fairly ~eliable picture. Background 

is dependent on beam spot size and we would prefer to reduce it as much as 

possible, even at the expense of some reduction in intensity. Correlations 

in secondaries near the forward direction can be studied with the spectro

meter in its normal position and will be used to provide corrections for 

multiple tracks. The beam itself will go through-the spectrometer for 

precise angle calibration. 
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6We can estimate the time required for data taking on the basis of 10

pions per second and a two foot target. We will need three magnet positions 

to cover the angular range and three Cerenkov pressure settings for each 

run. Data will probably be taken at about four or five beam energies from 

50 Gev to 170 Gev. The energies to be run can be determined after more 

4existing data has been evaluated. Approximately 10 events per hour will 

be accepted. A five hour run for each condition should be adequate for 

pions while for kaons poorer statistical accuracy will be tolerated. 

Assuming a total of sixty runs, permitting some extra energies in the most 

interesting region we would use 300 hours for data taking. Adding to this 

some checkout time for items specific to this experiment and some time for 

contingency we would expect to need 350 hours of beam time. 

90ncluding Remarks 

We wish to emphasize that the proposed e~periment is a direct extension 

of the measurements we a:..:e now preparing tolo, at SLAC, at 8, 12 and 16 Gev/c. 

The same group, augmented in size, using some of the same instrumentation and 

the same data-handling techniques, would carry out measurements from 50 to 

170 Gev/c. The range of kinematic variables to be covered is either the 

* same (in the sense of Feynman or Yang) or wider, at the NAL energies. We 

do not propose a survey of inelastic reactions - that will be available 

from bubble-chamber studies - but an accurate set of measurements over a 

region selected in such a way as to have a maximum impact on the emerging 

picture of high-energy hadronic interactions. It is fortunate that this 

region can be covered, at NAL, using facilities which will already be present 

for experiments 7 and 61, with only two changes of magnet position. 

*C. N. Yang has recently pointed out that the scaled variable "x" is 
appropriate to his "limiting-fragmentation" picture even though he does not 
emphasize the center of mass. Phys. Rev. Letters 31, 1072 (1970). 
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